MISSION WILL BEGIN SUNDAY AT UNIVERSITY

Father Donahue Will Give Campus Mission; Father Finigan the O-F-Campus.

The Rev. James J. Donahue, assistant rector of St. Thomas College, will give a campus mission this week. The Rev. George Finigan will give the O-F-Campus mission. Both missions will be open to all students, faculty and staff.

FATHER DONAHUE WILL GIVE CAMPUS MISSION

Father Donahue, an experienced mission leader, will be the key figure in this week's campus mission. He will meet with students in small groups to discuss various spiritual topics and challenges. Donahue is known for his engaging and thought-provoking presentations, often incorporating personal anecdotes and interactive elements to keep participants engaged.

FATHER FINIGAN WILL GIVE O-F-CAMPUS MISSION

Father Finigan, with his dynamic and inspirational approach, will lead the O-F-Campus mission. His talks are always well-received, as he manages to connect with students, faculty, and staff from all walks of life. Expect a lively and engaging experience as Father Finigan guides participants on a journey of self-discovery and spiritual growth.

Homecoming Plans Made Tomorrow

A general meeting of the athletic directors from the various departments at Notre Dame will be held on Tuesday afternoon to discuss the Homecoming plans for tomorrow. This meeting is crucial as it sets the stage for the week's events, ensuring that the Homecoming is a resounding success.

PEACOCK BLUE CORRECT COLOR

Official Rules Made on Notre Dame Colors by Father O'Donnell; Sold the Other Color.

The official ruling on Notre Dame colors was announced by the athletic directors at a meeting on Monday. The colors are peacock blue and gold, a combination already used by the Notre Dame football team. Father O'Donnell has been the driving force behind this decision, and both colors will be available for purchase in the coming weeks.

COMMITTEE TO RULE ON DANCES

Father O'Donnell Names Professors McCarthy, Reichelt and Fenlon to Serve With Him.

The committee to rule on dances for the coming year has been established, with Father O'Donnell naming Professors McCarthy, Reichelt, and Fenlon to serve. This committee will ensure that all dances are conducted in a manner that is appropriate and in keeping with the values of the University.

Steirich to Play for Class on Saturday

Class of '26 Gets Elkheart Orches- tra for Dance; Furry and Luther Will Sing.

William F. Furry, Commodore '26, will take special vocal numbers at the Junior Football dance to be given next Saturday night in the auditorium. It was announced by the class committee yesterday.

The Slocum orchestra, of Elkheatl, will play for the dance, it was also said. They have seven pieces and were well received by Notre Dame men living in South Bend who heard them at Christiana School. They are under the direction of James Atwood, of Elkhart's Milwaukee Dining Hall.

Furry was president of the Glee Club four years ago, and will give a solo at Notre Dame for the past three. The dance is to be held at the hotel and at Diamond lake last summer, and was regularly attended. He is also president of the band, and will be one of the vocalists in the orchestra.

The songs will be arranged so that they will be suitable for a college band program.

The committee of Father Donahue and Sophomores have selected the first five songs. They were granted a petition to sing them, and the policy is being prepared by the dance committee.

The band instructor and the Monogram club men will be the guests of the dance.

AGGIE EXHIBIT WINS HONORS

General Vegetable Display Gets First Prize; Many Assist In Arranging Exhibits.

Honors won by Notre Dame in the Fourth Annual Horticultural Show, a Big Time Painters and Showmen of the Midwest, have been awarded to the department of horticulture at the University. The department was represented by four exhibits, the best of which was a display of the department's vegetable crops.

MORE NOTRE DAME MEN AT ST. THOMAS COLLEGE

St. Paul, Minn., sends men to Notre Dame and Notre Dame sends men to St. Paul. Dave Hayn and Joe Brandt, both of the University, are graduating this year, and are now working on the football team. Hayn also is dean of the Journal- al Club at the University.

APPLETON, Wis., Feb. 25, and winter of the intercollegiate orchestra, including some of the St. Thomas. He is coaching debating and public speaking.

“HELLO WEEK” SUCCESSFUL BAND UNIFORMS FOR TECH FRAY

New Tags May Be Secured at New Stand; Aluminum Tags Possible Next Year.

"Although only three days have passed in "Hello Week," we feel that the week has been very well served its purpose," said a member of the Tech Fraternity.

The "Hello Week" festivities were well organized and enjoyable, and the Tech Fraternity is looking forward to next year's event.

The Tech Fraternity is planning to introduce aluminum tags next year, which will be more durable and less prone to bending.

The Tech Fraternity is also planning to make the tags available at a new stand, which will be located near the Tech Fraternity building.

SCHOLASTIC WILL BE ILLUSTRATED LATER

The Scholastic, monthly publication of the students of the University of Notre Dame, is now in press. The Scholastic will carry illustrations for the stories, and will be published every week. It is expected that the illustrations will add to the publication. Stories appearing in the Scholastic will not, in all probability, be illustrated for business reasons.

BLUE CIRCLE MEETING

An important meeting of the Blue Circle will be held at 3:30 today in the South room of the Library, according to Mr. Routh, chairman. All members are urged to be present.

Alumni Clubs Plan To Attend Big Game

Notre Dame and Princeton club of Chicago, with the cooperation of large delegations to the Princeton-Notre Dame game, will have a large delegation in attendance at the game. The delegation will consist of students from the Chicago-Notre Dame club, the Princeton-Notre Dame club, and other clubs in the city. The delegation will consist of students from the Chicago-Notre Dame club, Princeton-Notre Dame club, and other clubs in the city.
HELLO, NOT HAZING
Having been never popular at Notre Dame; occasionally, a student whose ideas and ways of acting were in direct opposition to the traditions of the University has been waited upon by a committee of his fellows and has had certain regulations and usages explained to him. But in general, all the classes, from froshmen to senior, have 'dug together, and been happy. It is the purpose of "Hello Wuk" to make the freshmen feel at home. A friendly greeting goes a long way sometimes towards making life easier. We think you will find this greeting should be more widely used. In a true democracy, everyone is equal, and Notre Dame is a true democracy, if there ever was one.

The DAY STUDENT PROGRAM
Registration figures show that there are now approximately 500 day students, or 200 more than there were at this time last year. This decrease has been brought about through the increased accommodations on the campus offered by the new freshmen and sophomore halls. It is the desire of the University officials to bring all the students to the campus eventually; and with this end in view the erection of additional halls next year is planned.

Yet a number of years must pass before it will be possible to house on the campus all the students who will seek an "education at Notre Dame," and while we have the day student program, this problem has resulted from the fact that the downtown men have been too far removed from the rest of the student body. They have never lived the life that develops the fraternal Notre Dame spirit. And failing to share in the development of that spirit, some of them questioned its existence. In a certain sense, however, they have reason for their doubts, for they have never been in a position to observe the nature of the spirit or to be influenced by it.

One of the chief advantages offered by any university is that of contact with the university spirit, and this has always been a great importance of Notre Dame. But the day student program has been a large measure depraved of that advantage. The University has evolved a spirit of its own, somewhat distinct from the rest of the student body. They have never lived the life that develops the fraternal Notre Dame spirit. And failing to share in the development of that spirit, some of them questioned its existence. In a certain sense, however, they have reason for their doubts, for they have never been in a position to observe the nature of the spirit or to be influenced by it.

SEEKERS OF TRUTH
Many newspapers are so given to lying and exaggeration that it seems as if they made misrepresentation their policy. Lying and exaggeration is probable. The newspapers that deride truth are successful—flourish—grow. But there are newspapers that make every effort to be truthful. These are the papers with reputations among people who think; these papers have influence.

Even the paper that tries to print the truth, however, sometimes err. Sometimes a copy writer, sometimes a reporter is at fault. But often men connected with the press are not connected with the press. Such men are everywhere—they are at Notre Dame. Such men criticize all newspapers, making no distinctions. Sometimes such men are the only source for a story, but even so, they rebut the report. "I won't give you any story, I won't tell you anything; newspapers never get things right,' they say. Thought might show such men how much they hinder the securing of the truth.
From Off Stage

Those who care for the type of acting of which Miss Murray is the chief exponent will, no doubt, enjoy the "French Doll" at the Or­thodox in which she is given her usual opportunity to play on the part of a French girl whose part­ners regard her as their best find­ings. Her specialty is palming counterfeit papers off for real ones, manufactured in Grand Street, New York, by some illegitimate Emmaus, to whom she is indebted for her skill. When she is not selling furniture, she is a puzzle at a master of fact, the outstanding feat of the week, is that her deception is so perfect, she is a duffer, but enough is too much.

The picture is enlivened by the snare presence of Rod La Rocque, an accomplished actor, conscious at times of having occasion to up­date a sudden change of opinion. Rod La Rocque is a dashing smash in a fashion which leads one to believe that his kith and kin, to the second degree at least, would make excellent teachers of the art.

The supporting cast is consist­ently good. The honors go, per­haps, to Lucien Littlefield, whom you often saw in the past with Wash­burn Reid. His bit as the indescribable is a small one, but it is a contribution of one of the best funny types of the entire play. - J. B.

BODY SENT HOME

The body of Pedro Adariz has been shipped to his home in Cien­fuegos, Cuba. Adariz became and was at the University summer camp near Lawrence, Mich., early in September. He was taken to Kalamezen hospital, where he died after five days later.

Adariz arrived at the University during the summer session, intend­ing to learn enough English to en­able him to begin studies in the College of Commerce in September.
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THE new Wahl Pen in engine-turned black rubber is unlike any fountain pen you have ever seen. Anyone who writes will be proud to own a pen of such grace and splendid writing performance. It is as per­fect as a music box.

The man’s-size flat with the cushion grip will find a Wahl Pen to fit it. And so will the woman’s feminine hand. There are sizes and shapes to suit every man and woman in college or business.

Wahl Pen is made by the makers of Ever­sharp. It is another leader. The Wahl filling device fills the pen barrel or ink every time. The Wahl comb feed regulates the flow so that the pen writes the instant you touch the paper. You never have to shake it. The ink never floods.

The everlasting nib is 6-barrel gold, tipped with the hardest, finest iridium. Unbiased experts say it is the ultimate in nib-making. Clipped in pocket, purse or note book, Wahl Pen cannot leak—its patented cap construction prevents it. Wahl Pen is so perfectly balanced and proportioned that it seems made just for your hand alone. It writes perfectly. Ask your dealer about Wahl Pen. All styles and sizes. $1.95 up.

Made in the U. S. A. by THE WAHL CO., Chicago.
Scrimmage continued to be the importunate phase of the football season for the Rockmen on Can-

aldine. During this period, Rockne was nearly equal in weight, possessing a good shoulder and arm, and was not the Irish by means of the aerial attack made famous by the Blue and Gold. Sorin-R.

If Saturday's game proves to be what is expected, Rockne's work will be in splendid fighting trim for the Army on the following Saturday, when the Irish gridiron clash with a team of veterans, that is reputed in prominent circles to be the strongest in the East. The game will be John, Bob

LaFutette, right tackle, received a severe cut over the right eye while making a pretty tackle. It required four stitches to close the wound.

Rockmen Drill for Lombard: Golf Try Out This Week
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